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The game focuses on the sport of go-kart racing, also known as motocross, and was the first of its kind for the PlayStation 2.
Gameplay Cup is set in a city where a group of eleven characters race in go-karts across courses which are divided into three
types, named "Cups", based on the speed of racing and the amount of betting. The racers must avoid collisions and collect items
such as candy, pills, ice cream, etc. as they race across the courses. The eleven racers include "Prototype", the yellow go-kart
with the strongest engine; "X-King", the go-kart with the fastest acceleration; "Platinum", the go-kart with the highest speed; "PGirl", a go-kart with special powers; "Disco", a go-kart with a disco dance function; "Rubber", a go-kart that sprays rubber to
defeat opponents; "Accel", the motorcycle go-kart that can fly and turn at high speeds; "Crazy", a go-kart with the most
unpredictable movement; "Chibi", a go-kart with the most special abilities; "Suzy", the hardest to drive go-kart; and "Mako", the
go-kart with the most powerful engine. The eleven racers, in the order of appearance, are Chris, Pumpkin, Clamp, Electro,
Bumble, The Kid, Bat, Mummy, Gremlin, Piedro, and Ducky. There are three types of cups, named "The Cup", "Premium
Cup", and "Master Cup", the first two of which award the player with super prizes after winning a round. The "Master Cup",
which is the third and final cup, is the only cup to be won after winning a race in the other cups. To win a cup, the player must
collect all of the required items, which are named "Prizes", to receive the super prizes. There are a total of nine prizes, which
are divided among the three cups as follows: "The Cup" Raspa, two candy bars Ice cream, two ice cream bars "Premium Cup"
Mousse, a slice of mousse cake Chocolate Bar, a chocolate bar "Master Cup" Acorn, two acorns The "Prizes 82157476af
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